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Peatland Restoration
Restoration around A'Bhuigneach bog currently assumes
no edge woodland will be permitted, with all regeneration being
removed.  This position is pending further peat depth investigation
and more detailed management prescriptions, which may allow
some areas to be allocated to edge woodland in the future.  Drain
blocking will be a key element to future site management.

 New Native Woodland
Following a request from the Torosay Hill Estate for new native
woodland planting on adjoining FLS land, to reduce the potential
for their own rewilding project's new native woodland above the
fence appearing as a hanging woodland visually in the landscape,
FLS investigated the potential and found this severely limited by
deep peat.  Consequently, only peripheral elements to existing
degraded birch woodland and occasional outliers were available
for planting.  Nevertheless, these do make some limited
contribution to the estate's aspirations.  However, the intent to
create a native woodland habitat network linkage between the two
significant areas of Ancient Woodland sites to the north and
south-east could not be established due to the priority peatland
areas intervening. The estate plans to protect their scheme with a
new deer fence.  FLS will need to erect a ring deer fence around
the scheme and also to protect the unregenerating PAWS areas to
the north, utilising the existing deer fence to the west as part of the
ring and adding a deer top to the Scallastle Farm fence.  A detailed
survey of the line has yet to be undertaken.

Craignure
Significant predominantly broadleaved area required up main
watercourse to break up existing linear boundary between
broadleaves above the village and commercial conifers above
these.  Upper edges with low density native woodlnd to grade
intoTorosay Hill Estate's new native woodland planting scheme.

Torosay Section
Apart from Ancient Woodland sites, much of this section is classed
as 'Long- established of Plantation origin', with a historic estate
woodland mix associated with Torosay Castle estate and its
designed landscape.  Although the Torosay Hill Estate was keen
to see this section allocated to native woodland, in keeping with
their own adjoining rewilding scheme and Torosay Castle estate's
intention to convert to native woodland only, maintaining an estate
feel to the woodland with an element of mixed commercial conifer
s and edge native woodland, provides both a species diverse
frontage to the public road and a transition area from surrounding
native woodland to the purely commercial conifers to the north-
west.

Species Choice
Higher amenity and visually prominent areas are restocked with
mixed commercial conifers, with an element of broadleaves in lieu
of larch.  Species choice is affected by soils and exposure.  Some
species choices may not be available, so some degree of
substitution of minor conifer species may be necessary.  Douglas
fir is not suitable in some exposed coastal locations.  Macedonian
pine, if available is used where Scots pine may be less successful.
Alaskan Lodgepole pine is used in areas of lower fertility as a self-
thinning mixture with Sitka spruce.  If available, Pacific Red fir is
used due to its good growth potential.  Sycamore is used where
there are no conservation sensitivities, as it grows successfully in
coastal areas. Norway spruce is suitable on lower slopes.  Scots
pine is suitable in most places

Raised bog peatland restoration
Blar nan Cuilean raised bog will be restored to open habitat
with occasional pockets of broadleaves permitted around the
periphery.

Coastal fringes
Important open habitats have been identified along the coastal
sections, including Salt Marsh which is rare on the National
Forest Estate.  These areas will be left predominantly open,
which will also preserve open views from recreation facilities an,
trails and more limited views from the A849.  Other sections will

PAWS restoration
ASNW areas will be restored over time.  Natural regeneration will
be the preferred method of establishment, supplemented by
planting if regeneration fails to establish.  This is the case in the
northern section, where additional deer fencing may be required
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SPECIES

BI
BI/MB
BI/OAK
BI/OPEN
BI/SP
BI/SS
DF
DF/MB
MB
MB/MC
MB/OPEN
MB/SP
MC
MC/BI

MC/MB
NS/MB
NS/MC
NS/SP
OAK
OPEN
OPEN/BI
SP
SP/BI
SP/MB
SP/MC
SS
SS/DF
SS/LP Self-thinning mixture
SS/MB
SS/MC
SS/NS
SS/SP


